February 3, 2015 - Introduced by Senator MOULTON, cosponsored by Representatives KULP and BERNIER. Referred to Committee on Senate Organization.

Relating to: commending Andy Dean, Sara Dean, Troy Thomas, Dean Bogdonovich, and Bob Wilke for life-saving actions.

Whereas, on December 6, 2014, while participating in a basketball game at Loyal High School, thirteen-year-old Bailey Venet, son of Eric and Heidi Venet, collapsed; and

Whereas, Andy Dean, a former emergency medical technician, and Sara Dean, a nurse, immediately commenced CPR; and

Whereas, Troy Thomas, Dean Bogdonovich, and Bob Wilke assisted in utilizing an automatic external defibrillator to restart Bailey’s heart; and

Whereas, Bailey was successfully resuscitated before an ambulance arrived; and

Whereas, the outcome for Bailey was excellent due to the professional and skilled teamwork that lead to his resuscitation; now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the senate, the assembly concurring, That the members of the Wisconsin legislature commend Andy Dean, Sara Dean, Troy Thomas, Dean Bogdonovich, and Bob Wilke for their life-saving actions.

(END)